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•••

MAKE COMPLIANCE TRAINING WORK

Regulators worldwide keep introducing new rules and raising expectations about compliance. For companies, the burden
of compliance training continues to rise.
Yet compliance training is universally disliked and often ineffectual. How do you turn a painful annual read of the same
material into an engaging learning experience that helps protect your company against risks?

•••

CHALLENGES WITH COMPLIANCE TRAINING

1

K
 eeping demands on employees’ time reasonable. Compliance training requirements are high. The time needed
to manage and complete courses creates substantial and increasing costs for businesses.

2

M
 anaging perception of compliance training by employees. Staff complain about undertaking the same training
every year. They are liable to stop paying attention to what they view as a box-ticking exercise that doesn’t take into
account what they already know.

3

U
 pdating courses to stay consistent with latest regulations. Regulations change frequently, making it harder to
deliver up-to-date, high-quality courses at a reasonable cost

4

D
 emonstrating compliance to regulators and shareholders. Given recent compliance issues in several industries,
relevant stakeholders continue to raise expectations about compliance training programs. Reporting on Pass/Fail data
only is increasingly inadequate.
Salt courses have a clean interface and are easy to use on any device.

Adaptivity: Salt courses adapt to each learner and provide a personalised learning
experience by continuously assessing the individual’s knowledge.

•••

BENEFITS OF USING SALT COMPLIANCE POWERED BY BETTER

Companies can save tens of thousands of hours of employees’ time by leveraging
adaptive learning technology to dynamically personalise compliance training to
each individual.

>> Time required by staff to prove competence can be reduced by 50%+.
Time and money can be saved by enabling staff to complete training anywhere,
from any device.

>> GRC Solutions’ team handles legislative updates and refreshes content regularly.
Analytics and visualisation tools can be used to get a 360 degree overview of
employees’ awareness and skills.

>> By analysing both individual and aggregated learning data, the technology allows
companies to understand compliance knowledge gaps.
Companies can obtain forensic training evidence

>>

Rather than try to argue that employees ‘passed their compliance training’,
companies can demonstrate detailed proof of what and when a given employee saw
and answered, to each click and second.

Compliance & Ethics
Training

>> Powerful

Reliably teach compliance
and ethics knowledge.

>> Efficient

Use adaptive learning to
personalise the instruction to
each learner.

>> Mobile

Salt Compliance courses
work on all screen sizes
(desktop, tablet, smartphone)
and platforms (web, iOS,
Android).

>> Professional design

Salt Compliance courses have
a modern professional design
suited to adult learners.

>> Customisable

We can work to develop
custom courses to suite your
organisation

>> Insightful

Understand how your staff
learnt the content by using
advanced analytics and
powerful visualisations.

>> Profitable

Our statistics help you
identify the courses that are
working and allow you to
calculate ROI.

Analytics and visualisations: Managers can access a wide range of analytics
and visualisations to identify what and how their staff learn.

About us
GRC Solutions is the recognised leader in the online compliance training market.
We have a highly experienced team of researchers, adult education specialists,
instructional designers, software engineers and compliance consultants based in our
Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane, Singapore and New York offices.
Our clients are global financial services organisations, construction & engineering
companies, healthcare & pharmaceutical businesses, not-for-profit organisations and
government bodies. Salt Compliance courses can be used off the shelf or tailored to
suit any organisation in any industry. We work with leading global specialists in law,
risk and compliance to provide our clients with premium ethics, risk and compliance
training content that is relevant, easily understood and legally up to date.
With our award-winning compliance training technology, Salt Compliance, we help
hundreds of companies navigate complex legal and regulatory environments and
build resilient organisational cultures.
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